Topics are taught through readings, directed inquiry, group interactions, and applications exercises. At the end of the course class participants can expect:
To have an understanding of the four essential components in the work of quality improvement in health care settings .
The priority of clinical outcomes The necessity to engage everyone in improvement Improvement knowledge The functionality of clinical microsystems.
To have been introduced to the processes of creating, providing, leading, developing, analyzing and improving the health and the value of health care for individuals receiving care in a given microsystem, and to see the differences and similarities in a diverse collection of microsystems; To have an understanding of the linkage between the underlying theory for the continual improvement of health care and the daily work of a microsystem;
To have developed a case study for a single microsystem and to receive a set of case studies from all sites. Other than site participants, there will be no "audit only" participants in the class.
Five Basic Expectations of Participants:
1. Complete pre-readings for each class, attend and participate thoughtfully in the class conversations and discussions. Your completion of the readings before we discuss the issues in class will make your participation more helpful to others in the class and make it possible for all of us to learn more in the time we have together. The encouraging art of conversation and dialogue, and the interaction of discussion that promotes learning, is built on careful listening and insightful questioning. Building on each other's ideas and insights is generative work. Using precious "air time" to re-state or advocate one more time(s) for your point of view is generally not informative. Our work to master these ways of interacting and learning together will be an important take-away from this class.
Learning to Lead:
Beginning with Session 2. Longitudinal exercise. Read "Learning to Lead at Toyota" and initiate a clinical experience and exercise. Document your reflections from the article and then complete the following: 1. Identify a "microsystem buddy"(MB) at your site to engage in an individual improvement activity using the individual improvement worksheet. 2. Plan 3 hours observing your "microsystem buddy"(MB) in his/her work in the microsystem.
(REVIEW EVIDENCE BASED IMPROVEMENT AND LEARNING, WWW.CLINICALMICROSYSTEM.ORG, CLICK "TOOLS" THEN GAINING CUSTOMER KNOWLEDGE OBSERVATIONAL TOOL.) 3. After the observation, have a conversation with your "MB" using the individual improvement worksheet exploring each of the steps to identify a small test of change your "MB" might consider. Choose from the following categories: o Worker "overwork" o Observation worksheet o Choose a lens to focus improvement on using the PBLI excerpt (INSERT TITLE) 4. Using the individual improvement worksheet, design the improvement process with your "MB" 5. Submit the improvement worksheet along with a two page reflection on what it was like to "help" your "MB" design a test of improvement of their own work by May 8, 2007.
6. OPTIONAL: If your "MB" wishes to conduct the planned test that you designed together, prepare to reflect and discuss your results verbally at Session IX.
Complete Weekly Assignments.
Prior to each class, students complete an assignment with input from their site. Assignments are submitted in a common format that is listed below as a weekly template (parts A-D). Each week, use the template to work through the specific process step of inquiry. Send completed weekly assignments to your TA electronically.
Template for Weekly Assignments:
The Process Cluster What is the overall aim of the relevant processes? What are the process cluster boundaries? Describe the process(es) at your site. Map the fine structure for the processes. Prepare a "macro" and a "deployment" type flow diagram of the processes. Use the table below to identify the beginning and end points for each process step. Identify illustrative "task force," "team," or "crew" activity engaged in by your microsystem in this cluster of processes.
Measures & Monitoring
Gather measures that are used for measuring and monitoring the quality of this process step. How are the measures operationally defined? What are the experiences of people who have used these measures? Would you propose any additional measurements? If so, what would they be and why?
Customer Knowledge
Review and summarize results on the process of care that you studied using relevant data sources from the following: 1) any available focus group or patient survey (satisfaction) 2) insights from observations, staff comments, and/or patient interviews that revealed what was important to patients about this process / set of activities 3) any documented patient kudos, complaints, and/or feedback (patient letters or staff journal logs)
From your assessment, insights, and analyses are there any trial(s) you would suggest?
Important Issues
Generate a short list of the important issues for this process cluster at your site. Include your sense of the contribution of the meso-macro-system--both helpful and not--to the functioning of the microsystem for this cluster's work of the microsystem.
4a. Develop a 10-20 Page Case Study and Powerpoint Poster
For the final paper, students work with their teams to develop a case-study of their microsystem. The case-study connects the work of the prior sessions into a comprehensive report, including future recommendations. The page limit excludes coversheets, the table of contents, graphs, flowcharts, references, etc. Each team hands in one final paper. This should be written for your site's use. At the end of the term, you will receive a CD containing all of the site reports.
Organization of the Case Study Introduction
Explain the aims of the paper (with your intended audience in mind).
Background
Introduce the reader to the microsystem. Describe the site: services provided, location, staff, patient population, environment, barriers, support, compensation, competitors, etc.
Use/adapt the Practice Profile (Microsystem Workbook) to summarize the clinical unit. (5 Ps) Provide high level view of the "Anatomy" and "Physiology" of the clinical unit (Microsystem Workbook and CMAG).
Core Clinical Process Analysis
Describe how your weekly assignments fit together. 
Patient (& Customer) Focus

Measurement: Create an instrument panel to guide the practice.
Design an "instrument panel," "dashboard" or "data wall" to provide rapid feedback on practice performance. You may design an instrument panel (s) that does one or more of the following:
• Focuses on a specific aspect of practice performance (e.g., care for a key patient population, access to care, technical quality indicators) • Provides a balanced set of measures related to clinical quality and costs (e.g., a "patient care value compass"
--see Clinical Microsystem Action Guide) • Provides a balanced set of measures related to practice performance (e.g. a "balanced scorecard" on practice strategic progress and operations-see CMAG)
References Include all references.
Reports will be evaluated in the following areas:
Clarity of Aims. Thoroughness of Background. Completeness of Analysis. Your poster files need to be sent to Crystal MacDonald (Crystal.E.MacDonald@Dartmouth.EDU) as email attachments. If Crystal encounters a file with format problems, such as stray invisible formatting, she will contact the person submitting the file through email. It is up to that person to submit a new file to her with the issue corrected.
All files must be submitted by Tuesday, May 22 nd , 5:00p. NO EXCEPTIONS.
Include a "snapshot" of the microsystem to summarize a lot of data in an efficient way.
Help your colleagues "see" the processes. Use some of your flowcharts to show core clinical processes. This is not a poster session, rather a visual display of your microsystem -the purpose, patients, the professionals, the processes, the patterns and ideas for measurement and improvement.
On May 30 th , the final class session, we will devote some of the class time to share our work with each other. Our focus will be on those observations and lessons learned that may offer insight into leading improvement within different microsystems of care.
PowerPoint Poster Due: May 29th, at the start of class
One complete copy of Case Study in paper format.
One copy of PowerPoint Poster, Case Study and collated journals burned onto a CD.
Grading Policy:
Students who attend the class, meet the above stated expectations, do their share of the team's work and complete the assignments on time will receive a grade of "Pass". Students who complete the assignments and who demonstrate evidence of the integration of the materials and applications in their own work will receive a grade of "High Pass". Not completing the assignments will mean a grade of "No Credit". 
